in collaboration with Infinitheatre
presents

love u lovecraft [lab]
a collective creation
Inspired by H.P. Lovecraft, Directed by Stacey Christodoulou
Tuesday, April 16- Saturday, April 20- 5 shows only!
Preview video: rehearsal, love u lovecraft
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“The oldest and strongest emotion in mankind is fear. And the oldest and strongest kind of fear is the fear of the unknown.”
- H.P. Lovecraft

MONTREAL, March 2013 – Channeling a little bit of
horror, a little bit of fear, The Other Theatre
returns to its creative roots with a new collective
work inspired by the weirdness of H.P. Lovecraft,
directed by Stacey Christodoulou. Playing in
English and French at Bain St. Michel from April 1620, in collaboration with Infinitheatre.

A young girl’s mysterious disappearance, a
mother’s broken memories, prophecies, secret
gardens, games in the forest - stories of the
unknowable and the unnameable. As part of its
creative process, The Other Theatre invites
audiences to a week-long public lab, into a world out of time and out of joint. All tickets are pay-what-youcan.
For Christodoulou, director and Artistic Director of The Other Theatre, once you start H.P. Lovecraft, you never
want to stop. “The godfather of modern sci-fi, Lovecraft anticipated all the fantastical elements that would
become staples of modern film, television and fiction. If you have seen the television series The Twilight Zone,
you will have seen elements of Lovecraft; if you have seen the film Alien, you will have seen an adapted story
of Lovecraft. If you have played videogames involving haunted Victorian houses and jelly-fish monsters,
Lovecraft was their inspiration.” She continues, “Enki Bilal’s graphic novels, such as Arkham Asylum, owe a
huge debt to Lovecraft. If you have read any science fiction novels that talk about aliens, the time/space
continuum and human evolution, Lovecraft’s ghost is there as well. There is a long tradition of artists using
Lovecraft’s themes to create their own stories, to explore the weird preoccupations in the human psyche.
(We’re looking at you, Stephen King! David Lynch!) Add The Other Theatre to the Lovecraft fan club.”
After directing Shakespeare, straight drama, political work and installations, Christodoulou thought it was time
to do another collective project, “I wanted to create a more experimental piece with poetic text, lots of
movement and a theme that spoke to our subconscious rather than any overt political preoccupations. The
world of Lovecraft is populated by small towns, strange characters, dark forests, rituals, weird ancestries and
dreams that are portals into other worlds - both subconscious and supernatural.”
Inspired by all of this, the company began researching, gathering images, and started to spin a story. Their goal
is to create an experience, a collage of associations rather than a narrative; similar to the dreams people have
before dawn breaks and the world is clear, new and rational. What audiences will see is the fruits of their
collaboration. Christodoulou explains the idea behind this presentation, “The lab will be a fleshed out proposal
with set, lights, music, movement and text. We will then use the time between the lab and the final
presentation in November to tweak an already existing artistic process.”
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With: Anana Rydvald, Sarah C. Carlsen, Dean Makarenko, Alexandra Montagnese and Cedrick Roy. Set
design, Amy Keith; costume design, Marija Djordjevic; and lighting design, David Perreault Ninacs.
love u lovecraft [lab]; a collective creation
Presented by The Other Theatre, in collaboration with Infinitheatre
At Bain St. Michel, 5300, rue St-Dominique (corner Maguire)
Tues. April 16-Sat. April 20 at 8pm
All tickets are PAY WHAT YOU CAN
Reservations: (514) 987-1774 ext. 104
More about love u lovecraft: othertheatre.com/love-u-lovecraft-lab/
The Other Theatre, artistic mandate: www.othertheatre.com/about/
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CREATIVE TEAM
_______________________________________________________
H.P. Lovecraft (inspiration)
Howard Phillips Lovecraft was an American author of horror, fantasy and science
fiction, especially the subgenre known as weird fiction. Although Lovecraft's
readership was limited during his life, he is now commonly regarded as one of the
most influential horror writers of the 20th Century, exerting widespread and indirect
influence, and frequently compared to Edgar Allan Poe.
Stacey Christodoulou (director)
Stacey Christodoulou is the founder and Artistic Director of The Other Theatre.
She has directed all of the company’s theatre works in the last twenty years and is
currently collaborating with architect Enrique Enriquez and filmmaker Tamara
Scherback on a series of installations where the public is choreographed through
ipods.
Upcoming work: Etiquette 4 Lucid Dreaming (mp3 installation) for IDEAS CITY curated by the New
Museum in New York, in collaboration with Project for Empty Space.
Stacey Christodoulou is a graduate of the University of Toronto’s Theatre Programme and has studied
at l’école de mime Omnibus, Anne Bogart’s SITI Company and New York’s LaMama Theatre.

DESIGNERS
____________________________________________________
Amy Keith (Set Design)
Amy is a Montreal based designer working both in film and theatre.
Some of the companies she has had the pleasure of collaborating with include:
Imago Theatre, Geordie Productions, Centaur Theatre, Black Theatre Workshop,
The Other Theatre, Concordia University, McGill University, Oregon State
University, Landed 2, Gale Gates et al (NYC), The 1000 Island Playhouse, Scapegoat
Carnival, Repercussion Theatre and many other projects with dancers, film makers
and independent theatre artists. Amy also teaches at Concordia University in the Music, Theatre, and
Contemporary Dance department.

Marija Djordjevic (Costume Design)
Marija began her career in former the Yugoslavia where she designed costumes for
TV, film and theatre. Trained in Costume Design at the University of Fine Arts in
Belgrade, she went on to work with the Cyprus National Theatre, as well as with the
Cyprus Broadcasting Corporation. After completing a Master’s in Fine Arts, she
worked with dance and theatre companies in New York and across the US: Julliard,
New Opera Theatre, Complexions, MSM, MCTC, the Cedar Lake Dance Company, the
Berkshire Theatre Festival (Massachusetts), Connecticut Rep, CityDance (Washington
D.C.), Ballet West (Salt Lake City), NC Dance Theatre (North Carolina) and Port Opera (Maine).
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David Perreault Ninacs (Lighting Design)
Since graduating from NTS, David has designed over 70 theatre shows (and this is show
number 12 for him alongside Ms. Christodoulou) and he has done lighting for visual arts
shows, corporate galas, dance and musical shows; as well as designing domestic lamps.
After all of this, he still believes that light in all its forms is worth looking into more
closely.

CAST
____________________________________________________
Sarah C. Carlsen (Clara) is Montreal theatre artist and professional actor who has
worked with numerous theatre companies across the city over the last 12 years since
graduating from Concordia University’s Theatre Department. Her acting credits
include Imago Theatre’s production of Divinity Bash: nine lives, Centaur Theatre’s
award winning production of With Bated Breath as well numerous independent
productions at the Fringe Festival, The National Theatre School, Festival Trans
Ameriques and Festival de théâtre à L'Assomption. She is also an Actra Award
nominated actor, having worked in television, voice and film projects alongside her career in the
theatre.

Dean Makarenko (Various) studied English Literature at Simon Fraser University
before attending the Main Dance performance training program in Vancouver. A
versatile performer he worked with a wide range of choreographers in Vancouver,
including Jennifer Mascall, Kathlene MacDonagh,, Karen Jamieson, and Lee Su-Feh
(Battery Opera). In 2000 Dean moved to Montreal where he contributed to the
work of Bill Coleman, Thea Patterson, Isabel Mohn and Stacey Christodoulou
(Galapagos). He has worked frequently with Tedi Tafil on Life World and The Calendar Project. Since
1994 Dean has maintained an ongoing collaboration with Montreal choreographer Deborah Dunn
including performances in Pandora’s Books , The Birds, Elegant Heathens, and Nocturnes as well as
rehearsal direction in Blackmail and Four Quartets among others. His choreographic works include
Decorations for a Romantic Coquitlam, Swan and Daylight.

Alexandra Montagnese (Clara’s daughter/Various) is a recent graduate of the
English Drama and Theatre program at McGill University. Her previous roles include
Albertine at 70 in Tremblay's Albertine in Five Times, Shen te/Shuit ta in Brecht's
The Good Person of Sichuan, and Steph in Neil LaBute's Reasons to be Pretty. She
was last seen at the Bain in Infinitheatre's production of Kafka's Ape where she
played the non-speaking chimp wife to Mr. Red Peter. She is a founding member of
the artists' collective La Plante/The Plant here in Mile End and is currently working
on a production which will be presented this month.
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Cedrick Roy (Amanda’s Brother) A recent graduate from John Abbott Professional
Theatre: Acting program and dance student at Centre Chorégraphique Ballet
Divertimento, Cedrick has recently taken part in the 2012 Montreal Fringe Festival
and the 2011 Edinburgh Fringe Festival as Blind Man in Edward Bond`s The Tin Can
People. Other past credits include Maurice in Ste-Carmen de la Main, Lennox in
M.S.T.C`s production of Macbeth, and Soldat in OSM`s production of Histoire du
Soldat.

Anana Rydvald (Amanda)
Originally from Sweden, Anana first came to Montreal to study at Les Grands
Ballets Canadiens at the age of 12. Since then she trained as an actress and mask
artist in both Europe and Canada and eventually became a teacher at John Abbott
College in Mime and Improvisation. Before settling down in Montreal she worked
as an actress for several years with the renowned Scandinavian Theatre group
Cantabile 2 that creates site-specific performances around the world. She was last
seen on stage as Lady M. in Repercussion Theatre’s Macbeth and as a pupeteer in Scapegoat
Carnivale’s The Heretics of Bohemia.
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COMPANY MANDATE

Formed in 1991, The Other Theatre (www.othertheatre.com) is dedicated to performance that explores the
tension between the individual and the collective experience. We examine how everyday acts of kindness and
cruelty are reflected in the larger political and social context of our society. We try to present work that is
complex and engaging, whether it is adaptations, installations, theatre texts, or collectively written material.
We seek a dialogue with our audience that, while political, is free of political didacticism and easy solutions.
We are interested in performance that is based on ideas, rather than a commitment to certain theatre authors
or theatre styles. Our goal is to create work that reflect pertinent issues of our time and let our aesthetic flow
from there. Our work involves a detailed approach to the text and to its physical expression and a conceptual
approach to the space in which the text is performed – we choose our venues specifically for how their
architecture fits our pieces.
The Other Theatre performs in English, French and bilingually. Our collective creations have tackled subjects
from fractals to fascism, physics to pop culture, television to terrorism and have taken place in theatres,
warehouses, galleries, a shopping mall window and a moving elevator. The company has been invited into the
seasons of many Montreal venues, both English and French, (Centaur Theatre, Espace Libre, Théâtre Prospero,
The Segal Centre for Performing Arts, Galerie Oboro, Société des arts technologiques, Montreal arts
intercultural) as well as being a participant in the Festival de Théâtre des Amériques at Théâtre La Chapelle.
Our latest installation, Etiquette for Lucid Dreaming, has been invited to play in New York City in 2013.
Apart from our creation work, we have also performed the work of important writers such as Fernando
Arrabal, Peter Handke, Heiner Müller, R.W. Fassbinder, Sarah Kane, Kurt Vonnegut, Wallace Shawn, and Greg
MacArthur – translating them and giving them their French-language premieres in Quebec. Our French-Creole
production of Macbeth created a new cultural view on a familiar Shakespearean story and we continue to try
to introduce new voices to our public.
From the straight-up to the avant-garde, The Other Theatre is primarily a think-tank for performance, where
we discuss and propose theories, improvisations, and experiments from places “other than theatre” – physics,
architecture, film, visual art and dance – to try to illuminate what makes the live medium of theatre necessary
and pertinent.
For The Other Theatre, the link between society’s psychological and political aspects is the backbone of its
performance work. We have a restless curiosity about the nature of this art form – the nature of the bond
between the spectator and the performer. As technology moves forward at the speed of light, we continue to
affirm the necessary human connection that theatre provides.
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